
Getting Things Done Training

Change the Way You  
Engage with Work and Life

Research shows that mental clutter, or information overload, has significant negative effects on our productivity, 
relationships, happiness, and overall quality of life. It’s the stuff that keeps us up at night, reduces our focus on 
what is important, and prohibits us from getting things done. 

Getting Things Done (GTD) Fundamentals Training teaches a behavior‑based skillset that individuals can 
immediately apply to create focus, organize information, and master workflow.

What is GTD Training?

Getting Things Done (GTD) Training is a one-day course 
that teaches individuals the skills to focus their attention 
on things that matter most, prioritize commitments, 
increase personal productivity, and create more mental 
space for innovation at work and at home.

Who Needs GTD Training?

Are you always busy, but rarely productive? Do you start 
your day with good intentions and finish your day further 
behind? Are you letting others (or yourself) down because 
you can’t follow through on commitments? If you are 
falling victim to mental clutter, work overload, and the 
overwhelming anxiety that comes from too much, GTD 
Training is for you.



What does GTD Training Teach?

Based on Getting Things Done Methodology, and the New 
York Times bestseller of the same title, GTD Training teaches 
participants the Five Steps of Mastering Workflow:

 
Capture—collect what has your attention

 
Clarify—process what it means

 
Organize—put it where it belongs

 
Reflect—review frequently

 
Engage—simply do 

Training Format Classroom Training + Webinar

GTD Training pairs a one-day classroom experience with Installation and 
Implementation (I&I) support. I&I support is delivered via webinar, and is 
designed to guide participants through proper process and technology 
set-up. The I&I option helps GTD learners to optimize their areas of 
focus and master the application of GTD fundamentals.

Participant Materials
• Getting Things Done book by David Allen

• GTD Training Participant Toolkit, including:

 ∙ Jumpstart Booklet

 ∙ GTD Workflow Map

 ∙ GTD Methodology Guide

GTD Delivering Real-World Impact

“When organizations expect and reinforce the best practice 
of allowing nothing to fall through a crack, when everyone is 

accountable for resulting actions, and when commitments are 
clarified and tracked by the appropriate people, it can significantly 

increase a culture’s productivity and reduce stress.” 

David Allen

“The GTD methodology has been absolutely transformational in 
my life. . . . Just wow—the difference I see and what others see 
in me and how I manage all aspects of my life from work, family, 

and play is phenomenal.”

GTD User

About the Book

A companion to the training 
 course, David Allen’s New York 
Times bestseller, Getting Things 
 Done, is the ultimate book on 

 personal organization.

About VitalSmarts

Named one of the Top 20 Leadership Training Companies, VitalSmarts is home to 
the award-winning Crucial Conversations, Crucial Accountability, Influencer, and 
Change Anything Training and New York Times bestselling books of the same titles. 
As of late 2016, VitalSmarts is also the exclusive distributor of Getting Things 
Done (GTD) Training in North America. When used in combination, these courses 
enable organizations to achieve new levels of performance by changing employee 
behavior. VitalSmarts has consulted with more than 300 of the Fortune 500 
companies and trained more than 1.5 million people worldwide.

About the David Allen Company

David Allen Company is a global training and consulting company, widely considered 
the leading authority in the fields of organizational and personal productivity.


